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Tips for identifying faked covers
Hugo Deshaye

T

AKE a look at the covers illustrated in this article. They look nice, don’t they? Sadly,
every one of them is a fake! Postal history and cover collectors are well aware that
fakers are at work in the hobby. It has been going on for decades and, consequently,
expertization services are available to collectors.
That said, what do we do when a cover is of low-to-medium value and not worth the
service fee for an expert evaluation? What do we do at stamp shows or online when we find
what looks like a pearl, the right cover for our collection at a low price? There are a number
of factors involved in the detection of fake covers, the most important of which is knowledge
and experience—but knowledge of what? There are many things to think about, I agree, but
here are a few specific tips to help the collector: Rates, age of the ink, period of use of a specific
stamp, an uncommon destination and, last but not least, the “It’s just too nice to be true”
feeling. Discussed below are four covers I acquired recently, found either in collections or in
bulk lots. I have marked them permanently as “fake’’ on the reverse and will keep them as an
educational tool for future regional group meetings or shows.

Figure 1. 1880 Registered letter from Campbellford, Ontario to Toronto.

Illustrated in Figure 1 is a cover, from Campbellford, Ontario to Toronto with an untied
5¢ Registered Letter Stamp (RLS) on a 3¢ postal stationery envelope. When a stamp is not tied
by a postmark, one should start to see yellow lights flashing; however, many legitimate covers
have franking not tied, so further examination is required. Why is this a fake? The domestic
registered letter rate in 1880 was two cents. It was only raised to five cents on 8 May 1889.
Thus we have two good indicators of fakery rather than of a postmaster’s error.
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Figure 2. Post card with rare 1909 Christmas seal.

Figure 3. 1¢ postal stationery post card uprated with a 3¢ Small Queen.

The post card in Figure 2 carries a nice—and tied—Anti-Tuberculosis Christmas Seal. It
is easy to be fooled if we focus just on the seal. However, the postmark is a Vancouver 1909
International machine cancel, and the 2¢ Scroll stamp was issued on 17 October 1928. That’s
enough to nail it a fake, but there is more. First, the ink on the stamp is lighter than the ink
used for the cancellation. Second, the wavy lines on the stamp are not aligned with those in
the rest of the cancellation. If the forger had put a 2¢ Edward with the correct ink on the
cover, I would likely have been fooled too.
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Figure 4. Post card addressed to Falkland Islands with WWII blackout cancellation.

In Figure 3, a nice leaf or flower-type fancy cancel ties a 3¢ Small Queen to a domestic
post card mailed from Pictou, Nova Scotia to New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. Here there are four
clues: (a) The domestic post card rate was 1¢, so an extra 3¢ was not required; (b) the flower
is not listed in the fancy cancel literature [1] as a Pictou usage (not conclusive, but a red flag);
(c) the ink is not typical of the inks used in the period; it looks much lighter and seems to be
only on the surface of the stamp and card rather than soaked into the papers; (d) the postmark
is placed to make sure the stamp is tied, when it would more likely have been placed fully on
the stamp to cancel it. So the rate is wrong, the ink and postmark are doubtful, and the whole
is just too good to be true. I believe that the flower device is just the impression of a very fine
rubber stamp, of the kind normally used with an inkpad bought at a stationery store by a
teacher to stamp children’s schoolwork.
The very unusual War Issue franking, tied by a blackout cancel on the post card addressed
to the Falkland Islands, shown in Figure 4 is enough to raise a red flag. In the wartime period,
the postage for a post card mailed to this destination by surface mail would have been 3¢. By
airmail via Montevideo it would have required 35¢ in postage, the rate for a letter weighing
less than ½ oz. Since there is no airmail marking or etiquette, we could assume that the sender
was trying to send high-value stamps to a collector friend, but the pencilled address merits a
closer look. The lack of any transit or receiver markings also raises a flag. In fact, this card was
originally addressed to the United States! The first address was erased and replaced with the
Falkland Islands address, turning it into a fine, exotic destination cover. A pencilled address is
always questionable and often seen on a philatelic cover.
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